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Minutes 
10th meeting WP 
4ESSnet Big Data 

Participants:   

 

Christina Pierrakou  √ Tessa de Wit √ 

AnnaBilska √ ØyvindLangsrud - 

Marco Puts √ Olav Grøndal √ 

Michał Bis - AnkeConsten (Minutes) V 

Eleni Bisioti √   

 

 

1. Opening and agenda 

Anke welcomes everybody to the 10th meeting ofWP4 AISof the ESSnet Big  

Data programme. Øyvind and Michalcannotparticipatetoday. 

 

The proposed agenda is approved by all participants. 

   

2. Communications 

Anke informs the other participants of WP4 on: 
1. Marine traffic: Marine traffic likes to collaborate with our work 

package. Tomorrow there is a WebEx meeting plant with Marine 
Traffic, Albrecht Wirthman, Peter Struijs and Anke to talk about the 
opportunities to collaborate. 

2. Luxspace: we have got satellite data from Luxspace of the 
Mediterranean Sea for the same period as the AIS data from 
Dirkzwager. Marco will upload these data to the Sandbox, so we can 
analyse them. 

3. EMSA: we do not expect getting data from EMSA in a short term. But 
Anke will send a new request to them (together with Eurostat).   

 

3. Minutes and actions ninth meeting WP4 

The minutes are approved without any comment. Ankewillupdate the action 

list.  
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4. Current situation on: 

4.1 Report on quality of AIS data  

We got first results from Greece, Poland and Denmark for the comparison of 

the national data to the Dirkzwager data. Tessa asks there is a specificity in the 

type of ship that is missing and more information on specific ports from Poland 

and Denmark. Olav agrees on sending this extra information by the end of this 

week (April 14th).. Greece investigates the linkage between national AIS data 

and data of maritime statistics and Eleni will inform the members of WP4 

about the results. 

 

Tessa and Marco will make a first draft for the chapter in the quality report 

about building an algorithm for estimating continuous unbroken lines. This 

algorithm is also interesting for PoC4.2a (See below). 

 

Marco will develop a quality and metadata framework. 

 

After the framework is developed we can start assessing the quality of the 

provisional data sources by applying the developed framework. 

 

4.2 Proof of concepts 

The leader of each PoC shortly explains the current situation on the specific 

PoC.  

 

a. investigating the possibilities of improving the average distance 

matrix for ports by using AIS data and improving the next destination 

of ships (Olav) 

Olav is working on an algorithm for this PoC. When a concept is ready 

Olav will involve the other participants in this PoC. 

 

b.  Specifying all ports 

Øyvind has asked the developers behind the Norwegian AIS-system 

(http://www.havbase.no/) how they specified the Norwegian ports. In 

Norway the ports hasn’t been automatically identified, but they think 

this is quite possible. However, an important element is naming and 

classification of ports which is needed for various types of analyses. So 

manual work will be needed. 

 

c. Completing Fluvio-maritime transport by using AIS data 

Tessa will plann a meeting with the people at statistics Netherlands 

working on maritime and inland statistics. 

 

d. Calculate intra-port travel distances by using AIS data 

Tessa made a setup but it doesn’t work yet. Tomorrow Marco and 

Tessa work on this together. 

http://www.havbase.no/
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4.3 Report about sea traffic analyses using AIS-data 
Marco will improve the work he already did on calculating the ship 
traffic at certain co-ordinates and visualise the results. Now using the 
right grid. 

 
4.4 Prepare SGA-2: calculate emissions 

Øyvind makes a short plan for the preparation of calculating emissions 
in SGA-2 
 

4.5 Questionnaire 
We gathered some last comments from our WP on the draft Anke and 
Christina made. Anke will process the last comments and sent the 
questionnaire to Olav. He will make a version of it in Google forms. 

 
5. Sharing other activities on AIS data 

Tessa and Anke were interviewed for the corporate app of statistics 

Netherlands. Anke will send this interview to all members of WP4. 

 

Statistics Sweden visited Statistics Netherlands. They publish an article on port-

visits in a short while. They will send this article to Tessa. 

 

Anna says Michal is checking the quality of the national AIS data of 2016 by 

comparing them to the national statistics of Poland. If there are results Anna or 

Michal will sent them. 

 

Anna also has more information on the port to port distances programme of 

Eurostat. She will spread this information by e-mail. 

 

6. Any remaining issues and closing 

Eleni asks about the validation checks that the other AIS providers perform, for 

example how do they confirm the location? We agree that this is an important 

question which we can send to all the providers of the data we have now in our 

WP.  

 

Anke closes the meeting and thanks everyone for joining this meeting.  

 

Decisions 

Nr Who What 

20160404.01 All Generally every four weeks there will be a WebEx meeting on Tuesday afternoon   

20160404.02 All The next meeting will take place on the 9th and 10th of May in Heerlen.   

20160404.03 All Second face to face meeting will take place in Denmark  

20160404.04 All Øyvind puts more effort in task 3 and 4 then in task 1 and 2. 

20160404.05 All We use the UNECE Sandbox for saving and sharing the AIS data within WP 

20160404.06 All We use GitBucket for sharing setups and codes.  

20160404.07 All We use Wiki for internal communication and file sharing 

20160404.08 All We use the AIS data on European level from Dirkzwager in this project 
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Nr Who What 

20160510.01 All  Second face to face meeting will take place in Denmark on the 29then 30th of September 2016  

20160510.02 All  The definition of AIS data on European level for this pilot is: “AIS data from whatever base 

stations in Europe catch” 

20160510.03 All  In SGA-1 we investigate whether AIS data improves the quality of current statistical outputs 

and provides more information about the origin/destination of the cargo. In SGA-2 we propose 

to investigate which new statistics we can make based on AIS-data 

20160606 All  We haven’t any cross-cutting issues to be dealt with at CG in Tallinn and we also don’t have a 

need for budget reallocation. 

20160705  All  the second face to face meeting of WP4 is rescheduled to the 26th en 27th of September. 

20160906  All  Forwarding the subject “estimating emission” to another meetings, because this is planned for 

SGA-2 which will start in June 2017 

20160906 Øyvind  Not travelling to Copenhagen, because of the fact that Norway doesn’t contribute to analyse 

AIS data form scratch 

20161103 All  For future meetings Anke will ask everyone before the meeting what the current state of an 

action point is. 

20170130 All Not contacting CISE project at this moment, but we will keep it in mind 

20170130 All Not contacting Marine traffic for getting their AIS data at this moment. We will wait for a 

reaction from Eurostat on the possibilities of getting the EMSA data 

20170130 All The third face to face meeting will take place at ELSTAT. 

20170327 All The third face to face meeting will take place at ELSTAT on September 26 and 27 2017 

 

Actions 

Nr Who What When Status 

12. Marco Send link of experiences on using R-packages for visualising data 12-05-2017  

25. Øyvind Apply for Sandbox account 12-05-2017  

42. Marco Review and develop a quality and metadata framework 30-4-2017  

46. Marco and 

Olav 

Propose a common definition of a route  30-4-2017  

49. Marco Produce traffic analyses with the right coordinates for the whole of 

Europe 
1-5-2017  

61. Øyvind Make a short plan for preparation of calculating emissions. 12-05-2017  

67. Olav Update the description of PoC 1 12-05-2017  

72. Olav, Eleni 

and 

Michal 

Send more information on the specificity in the type of ship that 

is missing in the Dirkzwager data and send more information on 

specific ports (from Poland and Denmark)to Tessa.  

01-05-2017  

73. Anke Process the last comments on the questionnaire and sent it to 

Olav 

27-04-2017 √ 

74. Olav Make the questionnaire in Google forms 08-05-2017  

75. Anke Send interview corporate app statistics Netherlands to all 21-04-2017 √ 

76. Anna/Mic

hal 

Send results on checking the quality of the national AIS data of 

2016 by comparing them to the national statistics of Poland 

12-05-2017  

77. Anna Send information on the port to port distances programme of 

Eurostat 

21-04-2017  
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Nr Who What When Status 

78. Anke Ask Marine traffic, Dirkzwager and Luxspacewhich validation 

checks they do. How do they confirm the right location? 

12-05-2017  

 


